In connection with the above, the police officers of the Department for Combating Computer Crime of the Federal Police Department of Sarajevo Canton immediately, more precisely even before the request of the Prosecutor's Office was officially received, carried out preliminary checks on the Internet, as well as comments from other users that would contain elements of any of the criminal offenses prescribed by criminal law in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which indicates the possibility that the user account on the said social network has been deleted.

A search on the Internet found articles about the attack on N1 TV journalist Nikola Vucic, which were similar in content to the one received via e-mail, stating that threats and calls followed after the controversial publication on Nikola Vucic's Twitter account to violence, with numerous insulting messages against him and his family.

Based on the Request of the Cantonal Prosecutor's Office of the Sarajevo Canton, on 22 March 2020, Nikola Vucic was heard as a witness, where he also submitted a written report. Police officers continue their intensive activities, taking measures and actions within their competence to identify the perpetrators and document the criminal offense in question.